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Abstract

The dominant thermal resistance for most compact heat exchangers occurs on the gas side and as such an understanding of the

gas side ¯ow®eld is needed before improving current designs. Louvered ®ns are commonly used in many compact heat exchangers to

increase the surface area and initiate new boundary layer growth. For this study, detailed ¯ow®eld measurements were made in the

entry region of several louvered ®n geometries whereby the louver angle, ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch, and Reynolds number

were all varied. In addition to mean velocity measurements, time-resolved velocity measurements were made to quantify unsteady

e�ects.

The results indicated larger ®n pitches resulted in lower average ¯ow angles in the louver passages and longer development

lengths. Larger louver angles with a constant ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch resulted in higher average ¯ow angles and shorter

development lengths. As the Reynolds number increased, longer development lengths were required and higher average ¯ow angles

occurred as compared with a lower Reynolds number case. Time-resolved velocity measurements indicated some ¯ow periodicity

behind the fully developed louver for a range of Reynolds numbers. The Strouhal number of these ¯uctuations was constant for a

given louver geometry, but the value increased with increasing ®n pitch. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Louvered ®n compact heat exchangers are used ex-
tensively in several automotive applications such as ra-
diators, oil coolers, condensers, and charge air coolers.
The purpose of placing louvers on the ®n is to provide
additional heat transfer surface area and to interrupt the
growth of the boundary layer forming along the ®n
surface. This new boundary layer formation provides a
high heat transfer region along the ®n. Under typical
operating conditions of most ®n-and-tube air-and-water
heat exchangers the dominating thermal resistance is on
the air (external) side and can be as much as 95% of the
total thermal resistance. By achieving a better under-
standing of the ¯ows in the louvered ®ns, methods of
reducing the thermal resistance can be developed which
will ultimately lead to a reduction in space, weight, and
cost of louvered ®n heat exchangers.

One region, in particular, that is important for the
understanding of the performance of a compact heat
exchanger is the air-side entry region. As the ¯ow pro-
gresses streamwise through several louver passages, the
¯ow becomes hydrodynamically fully developed. This
paper describes the e�ects of geometry and Reynolds
number on the air ¯ow in the entry region of a compact
heat exchanger. In addition, there has been some evi-
dence in the literature that periodic shedding from the
louvers can occur. This paper also addresses when, if at
all, this shedding occurs downstream of the ®rst louver
in the fully developed ¯ow region.

2. Past studies

Detailed studies of compact heat exchangers date
back to the hot-wire anemometry and ¯ow visualization
work performed by Beauvais [1]. Much later Davenport
[2,3] performed ¯ow visualization studies and concluded
that while hydraulic diameter is relevant to heat transfer
in plain ®ns, the heat transfer for louvered ®ns is more
appropriately described by a Reynolds number based on
the louver pitch.
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Antoniou et al. [4] performed detailed two compo-
nent hot-wire measurements in a scaled-up model of
louvered ®ns for a fairly large ratio of ®n pitch to louver
pitch of Fp=Lp � 1:7 with a louver angle of h � 25°.
Their results indicated an increase in the mean ¯ow
angle for each streamwise louver until approximately the
fourth louver. Beyond the fourth louver, the mean ¯ow
angle maintained a value slightly less than the louver
angle, with that value depending on Reynolds number.
With Reynolds numbers at and above 1000, they re-
ported high velocity ¯uctuations and hypothesized that
these were caused by vortices being shed from the lou-
vers.

Mochizuki and Yagi [5] also used hot-wire ane-
mometry to record velocity ¯uctuations and perform
spectral analyses of the shedding behind a parallel array
of interrupted surfaces. Their data indicated that for a
single plate, as the Reynolds number increased to 250
separation moved from the trailing edge to the leading
edge. Two shedding frequencies occurred with two col-
umns of o�set ®ns at a Reynolds number of 163, with
the upstream stage showing a higher frequency. With
multiple stages, they noted a Reynolds number e�ect on
the beginning of shedding. At a Reynolds number of 44,
the wake some distance downstream of the bank began
to oscillate. As the Reynolds number increased to 53, the
shedding moved from the exit louver into the upstream
stages in the bank, and transition from laminar to tur-
bulent ¯ow occurred by a Reynolds number of 154.
With nine or more ®n stages, they measured one shed-
ding frequency with a Strouhal number of 0.13.

Amon et al. [6] performed numerical and experi-
mental studies of ¯ows in parallel communicating
channels with periodic in-line plates. They found im-
proved heat transfer due to the periodic interruptions of
the heat transfer surface, and also due to the shedding
vortices which induced mixing in the ¯ows. They also
indicated increased pressure drop associated with the
higher skin friction from the periodic restarting of the
boundary layer and the creation of the separated ¯ow
regions. The ¯ows exhibited a quasi-periodic state
composed of the sum of two periodic functions, and the
power spectra showed two peaks at the fundamental
frequencies. Their results showed vortices were ejected
alternately from the top and bottom surfaces of the
plates. Numerical predictions by Zhang [7] for an in-
clined louver also showed unsteady e�ects. At a Rey-
nolds number of 162, his calculations showed a steady
wake region downstream of the trailing edge, with
steady ¯ow until the Reynolds number reached 782.
Beyond this Reynolds number, the ¯ow became un-
steady with vortex shedding from the leading edge of the
louver on the back side.

DeJong and Jacobi [8] showed the e�ects of boun-
dary layer growth and vortex shedding in parallel plate
arrays with o�set-strip geometries through ¯ow visuali-
zation in a water tunnel. At a low Reynolds number of
380, there were steady, laminar recirculating eddies in
the wake of each plate in the array. At a Reynolds
number of 550, a secondary periodic ¯ow formed at the

fourth or ®fth louver from the array entrance. This
formed a ``feathery wake'' consisting of secondary vor-
tices stretched by a velocity gradient and advected
downstream. By a Reynolds number of 720, there was
large scale vortex shedding in the array, with vortex
shedding at the leading edges of the plates. As the
Reynolds number was increased, the onset of vortex
shedding occurred earlier in the plate array. At a Rey-
nolds number of 1060, the ®rst plate was shedding
vortices, and the ¯ow had become turbulent by about
the sixth plate location. The investigators speculated
that vortex shedding ®rst occurred at the trailing edge of
the last plate in the array. As the Reynolds number in-
creased, the shedding progressed forward to the earlier
plates. Shedding vortices from the trailing edge of a
plate allowed vortices to be shed from the leading edge
of the downstream plate. This behavior was seen earlier
in the array at higher Reynolds numbers.

3. Experimental approach

The louvered ®n-and-tube design that was investi-
gated is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The main focus is on the
louvered ®n array with the geometrical parameters of
interest illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Table 1 summarizes the
six di�erent louvered ®n geometries that were studied.
For all of these studies the louver pitch and length were
held constant at 27.9 mm and the louver thickness was
also held constant at 2.28 mm.

For the experiments reported in this paper, 20:1
scaled up models were placed in the test apparatus
shown in Fig. 2. The CFD results presented by Springer
and Thole [9] pointed out the importance of experi-
mentally simulating a large number of louver rows when
scaling up the louver models to insure that the ¯ow is
not a�ected by the endwalls. This study showed that by
using too few louver rows, the ¯ow was forced to be
duct directed by the endwalls as opposed to being louver
directed. The number of louver rows in the models that
were used for this study ranged between 15 and 20. In
addition, the ¯ows being considered for all of the models
in Table 1 were all louver directed. A valid measurement
regime was identi®ed through CFD studies and was
experimentally validated for these di�erent geometries
(Springer and Thole [10]). This region, which follows a
particle path, is indicated in Fig. 2 with a close-up given
in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(a) also illustrates the cut locations
where velocity measurements were made. This study has
focused on the entry region of the scaled up model up-
stream of the turning louver (cuts 1a±6).

The test apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, included a set-
tling chamber to condition the ¯ow upstream of the test
section. At the entrance to the test section, screens and
foam were used to straighten the incoming ¯ow and
achieve good ¯ow uniformity with reduced turbulence
levels. The Styrofoam popcorn was placed in the settling
chamber to reduce any fan-induced ¯ow frequencies.
The ¯ow uniformity across the louver ¯ow paths up-
stream of the test section was quanti®ed in terms of a
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maximum deviation from the average velocity. The
maximum deviation for the Fp=Lp � 0:76 and 1.52 were
1.9% and 2.6%, respectively.

A two-component laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV)
system was used to measure the mean velocities (u and v)
in the louvered ®n arrays. These velocities were then
used to quantify the ¯ow angle (a) as well as the total
velocity (V). An LDV has the advantage of not inter-
rupting the ¯ow, which is particularly important in
laminar unsteady ¯ows, but does require optical access.
Optical access was possible such that bulk velocities
were measured between 65% and 75% of the louver
passage ¯ow area. The focal length of the lens was 350
mm with a half-angle of 3.9° giving a probe volume that
was 90 lm in diameter and 1.3 mm in length. Incense
smoke was used as LDV seed particles, which were
generated outside the main loop and injected just up-

stream of the settling chamber. Mean horizontal (u) and
vertical (v) velocity components were obtained by sam-
pling 5000 points taken over a 15±20 s period at each
measurement location. The mean velocities were calcu-
lated using residence time weighting as the velocity bias
correction technique. Time resolved velocity measure-
ments of 30 000 points of the component parallel to the
louver angle were obtained during a time of nominally
30 s. An averaging and interpolation routine was de-
veloped to create an equal time spaced data set from the
unequally spaced raw LDV data. This data was then put
into an FFT routine to calculate the energy spectra.

4. Experimental uncertainties

Velocity measurements taken several months apart
for the same ¯ow conditions at the same given location
that indicated very good repeatability (Springer and
Thole [10]). Uncertainties in the quantities presented
were based on the methods presented by Mo�at [11].
The bias uncertainty in the individual velocity compo-
nent measurements was found to be a maximum of
1.04%, arising from uncertainties in the Doppler fre-
quencies and the fringe spacing of the probe volume
beam crossing. Possible misalignment of the horizontal
planes of the probe traverse mechanism and the lou-
vered ®n test section gave rise to uncertainty in the
measured ¯ow angle. This o�set in the rotation of the
coordinate system for the bulk velocity measurements
was estimated to be a maximum of 0.5°. The combined
e�ects of the bias errors inherent in the LDV system and
the possible probe volume coordinate system mismatch

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of louvered ®n-and-tube heat exchanger. (b) Illustration of the geometrical parameters of interest for a louvered ®n.

Fig. 2. Experiemental test set-up with 20:1 scaled-up louver models.

Table 1

Summary of louvered ®n geometry

Louver angle 27° 27° 27° 39° 39° 39°

Fin pitch to louver pitch (Fp/Lp) 0.76 0.91 1.52 0.91 1.22 1.52

Fin thickness to louver pitch (t/Lp) 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

Number of louvers 17 17 17 17 17 17
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relative to the test section yielded uncertainties in the
total ¯ow angle of 10.1% at a ¯ow angle of 5°, and
1.57% at a ¯ow angle of 45°. Note that beyond the ®rst
louver, the ¯ow angle is typically 20° or higher, yielding
an uncertainty near 2% for the majority of the bulk ¯ow
measurements. The velocity precision error with a 95%
con®dence interval was a maximum of 0.1%, based on
mean velocity measurements, with those cases exhibiting
periodic ¯ow instabilities showing slightly larger error
but still a maximum of 0.1%.

5. Developing ¯ow region

This section discusses the bulk ¯ow®elds through the
louver arrays from the inlet de¯ection louver to the fully
developed louver position. Note that these pro®les were
taken at the streamwise midpoint position along the
louver at a cut perpendicular to the axial ¯ow direction.
The ¯ow®eld results will be characterized through the
velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les moving
through the louvers for the di�erent geometries and
Reynolds numbers. Two di�erent wake regions will be
discussed in this section and are referred to as primary
and secondary wakes, which are de®ned by the location
of the louver that created the wake with respect to the
measurement passage. If the louver creating the wake is
immediately upstream of the measurement passage, it is
the primary wake. If the wake is created by the louver
two positions upstream, then it is referred to as the
secondary wake. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the terminology for
the primary and secondary wakes. The e�ect of the ratio
of ®n pitch to louver pitch and the e�ect of louver angle
will be discussed with regards to the developing ¯ow
region.

5.1. E�ect of ®n pitch to louver pitch

Three di�erent ®n pitches were investigated at each of
the two di�erent louver angles, as was indicated in
Table 1. Recall that the louver pitch remained constant
for each of the cases investigated. Figs. 4(a), (b), and 5
(a), (b) show the total velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle
pro®les for the 27° louver angle at the smallest ®n pitch

(Fp=Lp � 0:76) for both the low and high Reynolds
numbers studied. For the case at ReLp � 230, shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), it is clear that the cut 1a pro®le ex-
hibits a developing channel type ¯ow with fairly thick
boundary layers. Cut 1b shows an asymmetric pro®le
with a higher velocity region nearer to the top of the
louver passage where the ¯ow is de¯ected by the inlet
louver. The ¯ow angles show that, within the measure-
ment uncertainty, the ¯ow entering the louver (cut 1a) is
straight relative to the inlet louver. The ¯ow is quickly
turned as evidenced by the pro®les measured at cut 1b,
but is still signi®cantly below the louver angle. For this

Fig. 3. (a) Locations of measurement cuts for bulk ¯ow in the louver passages. (b) Illustration of the primary and secondary wake terminology.

Fig. 4. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 0:76 at

ReLp � 230.
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particular geometry and Reynolds number, cut 2 still
showed slight changes in the velocity pro®le, but cuts 3±
6 looked fairly similar. The primary wake appeared for
cut 2 at Y =H1 � 0:13, with the minimum velocity having
a value of 1.15 Uin. The average ¯ow angle, which was
computed over the region shown in Fig. 4(b), at cut 2
was quite high at 0.98h. By the third louver the overall
shape of the pro®le was the same as occurred for the
downstream louvers. The minimum velocity had not
changed much between the third through sixth louver
locations dropping to 1.1 Uin. With the overall average
¯ow angle slightly less than the louver angle, the ¯ow
was directed more towards the lower louver than the
upper louver. This caused the front side of the lower
louver to a�ect the ¯ow more like a physical wall than
the upper louver; therefore, the ¯ow was more louver
directed near the bottom of the passage.

For the same geometry at a higher Reynolds number
of ReLp � 1016, Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the velocities in
the measurement region were constant for cut 1a indi-
cating that the boundary layer was outside of the mea-
surement region and therefore much thinner. Due to the
thinner boundary layer, the relative velocity magnitudes
were much slower than the peak velocity for the lower
Reynolds number case. At this higher Reynolds number
cut 1b showed even more of an asymmetric pro®le with
higher velocities nearer the top of the passage. For cut 2

the primary wake appeared at Y =H1 � 0:07. Further
downstream, by the third and fourth louver, this wake
appeared slightly higher in the passage at Y =H1 � 0:15,
and the secondary wake also appeared. (Note the pro®le
for cut 3 was omitted for clarity.) This secondary wake
was formed from the inlet de¯ection louver and was not
evident for the ReLp � 230 case. The primary wake was
lower in the second louver passage due to the low av-
erage ¯ow angle exiting the ®rst louver (cut 1b), which
was 0.62h. The ¯ow exiting the second passage and en-
tering the third passage was at a higher angle (1.01h at
cut 2), thus raising the position of the primary wake in
the third and subsequent louver passages. The ®nal
position of the primary wake was slightly higher in the
passage than for the low Reynolds number. Similar to
the ReLp � 230 case, the velocity magnitude pro®les still
showed some changes at cuts 3 and 4, but cuts 5 and 6
were quite similar. In the fourth through sixth louvers
the minimum velocity in the primary wake region was
about 0.85Uin, lower than for ReLp � 230, indicating a
more pronounced de®cit e�ect at the higher Reynolds
number. The secondary wake was evident in the third
louver passage at Y =H1 � ÿ0:2, with a minimum ve-
locity of 1.17Uin. In the ®fth and sixth passages, the
secondary wake was at Y =H1 � ÿ0:15, with a minimum
velocity of 1.24Uin. The a/h behavior was much the same
for the two Reynolds number cases, in both magnitude
and shape except for cut 2. For ReLp � 230, the char-
acteristic shape of the angle pro®les are already similar
to the downstream pro®les whereas for ReLp � 1016 the
shape is somewhat di�erent.

For a wider ®n pitch spacing the ¯ow®eld in the
louvers took longer to develop when comparing
the Fp=Lp � 1:52 to the Fp=Lp � 0:76 case. For the
Fp=Lp � 1:52 case at ReLp � 230, shown in Fig. 6(a) and
(b), the passages beyond the second louver showed ef-
fects of the wake from two louvers upstream, unlike the
case with Fp=Lp � 0:76 at ReLp � 230. Also, the relative
positions of the primary and secondary wakes switched,
i.e. the primary wake was at the bottom of the louver
passage, while it was at the upper portion for the
Fp=Lp � 0:76 case. There were some slight changes in
the velocity pro®les when comparing cuts 5 and 6 while
the pro®le for cut 7 was nearly identical to cut 6. The
primary wake was located at Y =H1 � ÿ0:19 by the ®fth
and sixth passages. The secondary wake appeared as a
slight kink in the third louver passage at Y =H1 � ÿ0:05,
and moved to Y =H1 � 0:10 by the ®fth and sixth lou-
vers. The minimum velocity in the primary wake was
0.88Uin and 0.82Uin at cuts 5 and 6, lower than for the
same Reynolds number case with Fp=Lp � 0:76. This
showed that the wider ®n spacing allowed the wake re-
gion from upstream louvers to have a more prolonged
e�ect in the passages. The a=h pro®les indicate that only
the ®fth and sixth louvers were matched. At cut 1b, the
average ¯ow angle was 0.40h, lower than that with
Fp=Lp � 0:76. By the ®fth and sixth louvers, the mean
¯ow angles were 0.86h and 0.85h. These results agree
with ®ndings by previous investigators that showed that
a larger ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch tended to a

Fig. 5. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 0:76 at

ReLp � 1016.
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slightly more duct directed ¯ow. Note that the ¯ow
angles were again higher closer to the bottom of the
louver passage.

The di�erences between the two ratios of ®n pitch to
louver pitch at ReLp � 230 indicated that the larger ratio
causes the e�ects of the wakes from the louvers to pro-
gress farther through the louver passages, and also that
the ¯ow required more louvers to reach the fully-de-
veloped condition. This trend was also shown at the
higher Reynolds numbers for this geometry
(Fp=Lp � 1:52). These ®ndings are in disagreement with
Antoniou et al. (1990) who found that the ¯ow angle
reached a constant value at the fourth louver position
for a large ®n pitch of Fp=Lp � 1:7 at a louver angle of
h � 25°. This disagreement may be due to the fact that
Antoniou et al. (1990) only used seven louver rows for
their scaled-up model. The results presented by Springer
and Thole [10] suggest that a much larger number of
louver rows are needed in order to avoid endwall e�ects.

For a louver angle of 39° at the smallest ratio of ®n
pitch to louver pitch (Fp=Lp � 0:91) studied, Fig. 7(a)
and (b) shows the bulk velocity measurements for
ReLp � 230. For this geometry, the ¯ow showed some
interesting developments at the inlet. A fairly strong
wake from the ®rst louver appeared in the second louver
passage at Y =H1 � 0:11 for cut 2. As the ¯ow progressed
downstream, the velocity de®cit from this primary wake
was signi®cantly reduced and was barely seen in the

remaining passages. Only a small de®cit was apparent at
Y =H1 � 0:28 in and beyond the third louver passage. In
the third louver passage, there was also a small de®cit
in the pro®le at Y =H1 � ÿ0:07, which was caused by
the louver located two positions upstream. Beyond the
fourth louver passage, the pro®les showed no signi®cant
changes. In the fourth louver passage there was no
secondary wake and only the small e�ect of the louver
immediately upstream remained near the top of the
passage. The third through sixth louver passages all
showed basically a linear decrease in ¯ow angle from the
bottom of the passage (also the bottom of the cut) to the
top. The average ¯ow angles for both the ®fth and sixth
louvers were 0.98h. Note that for the case with h � 27°,
Fp=Lp � 0:91, and ReLp � 230, the average ¯ow angle at
cut 6 was 0.93h, which showed that the lower louver
angle yielded a lower ¯ow e�ciency.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) show pro®les for h � 39°,
Fp=Lp � 1:22, and ReLp � 230. The primary wake ap-
peared in the second louver passage at Y =H1 � ÿ0:08,
then progressed up to Y =H1 � 0:11 farther downstream
as the average ¯ow angle increased. Unlike the
Fp=Lp � 0:91 case, the wake produced by the louver two
positions upstream was not evident in the third louver
passage, but did appear in cuts 4 and 5. In the fourth
and ®fth louver passages, this secondary wake was
centered at Y =H1 � ÿ0:23. The average ¯ow angles at
cuts 4 and 5 were 0.93h, slightly lower than for the

Fig. 7. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 39° and Fp=Lp � 0:91 at

ReLp � 230.

Fig. 6. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 1:52 at

ReLp � 230.
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previous geometry. This was to be expected due to the
larger ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch.

Based on the results discussed above most of the
data indicated that while changes in the velocity
magnitude pro®les were still occurring as the ¯ow
progressed through the louvers, changes in the ¯ow
angle pro®les indicated fully developed conditions
much sooner. As the ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch
increased from Fp=Lp � 0:76 to 1.52, the number of
streamwise louvers needed to reach a velocity pro®le
that remained the same increased from three to ®ve. As
the Reynolds number increased, the number of louvers
required to reach fully developed conditions also in-
creased.

Fig. 9 shows the mean ¯ow angle normalized by the
louver angle for the developing ¯ow®eld regions up-
stream of the central turning louver for several di�erent
®n pitches and the two di�erent louver angles at
ReLp � 230. From this data, it is clear that the as the
ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch increased a longer
streamwise distance was required before a constant
value occurred. For the Fp=Lp � 1:52 cases, the ¯ow
angles reached a fairly constant value by the ®fth louver.
As discussed earlier, the larger ®n pitches resulted in
lower average ¯ow angles. These results are consistent
with the ReLp � 1016 case except that generally higher
average ¯ow angles for a given louver position occurred
for ReLp � 1016.

5.2. E�ect of louver angle

Fig. 10(a) and (b) show the velocity magnitude and
¯ow angles for the same ratio of ®n pitch to louver pitch
as discussed earlier of Fp=Lp � 1:52 (Fig. 6(a) and (b))
but for a higher louver angle of h � 39°. At the louver
entrance (cut 1a), the velocities were slightly higher at
the top of the passage, but for cut 1b, the velocity pro®le
was much ¯atter with only a slight defect near the top of

Fig. 9. E�ect of ®n pitch and louver angle on the average ¯ow angle

progressing through the louvers for ReLp � 230.

Fig. 10. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 39° and Fp=Lp � 1:52 at

ReLp � 230.

Fig. 8. (a), (b) Velocity magnitude and ¯ow angle pro®les showing

development through the louver bank for h � 39° and Fp=Lp � 1:22 at

ReLp � 230.
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the passage at Y =H1 � 0:25, which was caused by the
blockage of the next louver. The primary wake pro-
gressed from Y =H1 � ÿ0:16 at cut 2, to Y/H1�ÿ0.08 at
cut 3, and to a ®nal position of Y =H1 � ÿ0:03 at cuts 5
and 6. This was accompanied by an increase in average
¯ow angle from 0.40h at cut 1b to 0.89h at cut 5. The
secondary wake was seen in the third passage at
Y =H1 � 0:18. By the ®fth and sixth passages, the sec-
ondary wake had moved vertically until it was beyond
the bulk velocity measurement range. The velocity
pro®les became invariant beyond the ®fth louver. The
development length for this ®n spacing is similar to that
of the h � 27° case in that both required a development
length of ®ve louvers. The ¯ow angle pro®les showed
that the ¯ow®eld was relatively constant in the ®fth and
sixth louver passages. The primary wake is located much
lower in the passage for the 39° case relative to the 27°.
This is because when the louver angle is changed for a
given ®n pitch the location of the louvers relative to each
other change as well.

Referring back to Fig. 9, it is clear that there is not as
strong a dependency on the louver angle as the ®n pitch
with regards to the development length. This is clear
when comparing the average ¯ow angles for the
Fp=Lp � 1:52 case where both appear to be fully devel-
oped by the ®fth louver. The one di�erence that does
occur is that the ¯ow angles are slightly higher for the
higher louver angle.

6. Time resolved velocities downstream of the louver

As mentioned previously, time resolved velocities
were measured at a position 0.5Lp directly downstream
of the fully developed louvers for the 27° louver angle
cases. A FFT routine was used to compute the energy
density spectra in order to determine whether there were
distinct frequencies that could be detected in the ¯ows.

Time resolved measurements were made with
Fp=Lp � 0:76 from a low Reynolds number to a maxi-
mum of ReLp � 1800, at increments of 100. Fig. 11
shows the computed energy density spectra data versus
the frequency for this geometry. The data sets labeled

``Inlet'' were measured at the inlet to the scaled model,
showing a quiet ¯ow entered the louver bank. A distinct
frequency component was evident starting at
ReLp � 1000. The peak frequency shifted to higher val-
ues as the Reynolds number increased. These frequen-
cies collapsed to a fairly constant Strouhal number of
St � 0:17 for 1000 < ReLp < 1800. The Strouhal number
was based on the louver thickness, the peak frequency,
and the local mean velocity. Subharmonics at twice the
peak frequency were seen starting at a Reynolds number
of 1100. While the peak energy level occurs over a very
small range of frequencies for the lowest Reynolds
number case, this range of frequencies broadens with
increasing Reynolds numbers. This broadening would
be expected based on the tendency for the ¯ow to be
approaching a fully turbulent condition.

Fig. 12 shows the energy density spectra for the time
resolved velocity measurements in the geometry with
Fp=Lp � 0:91. With the increase in the ®n spacing, a
distinct frequency component in the velocity behind the
louver was seen starting at a lower Reynolds number of
ReLp � 800. The subharmonics at twice the peak fre-
quency, however, did not become apparent until
ReLp � 1200 for this case. The Strouhal number for this
case averaged to St � 0:19 for 800 < ReLp < 1800, which
were slightly higher than for the previous geometry.

Fig. 13 shows the energy density spectra for the
measurements downstream of the louver with
Fp=Lp � 1:52. This was the largest ®n spacing, and
frequency components began to be apparent in the ¯ow
at the smallest Reynolds number of the three cases, at
ReLp � 400. Recall that in this geometry the wakes also
traveled the farthest through the louver bank. Subhar-
monics at twice the primary frequency were seen at
ReLp � 700 in this geometry. The Strouhal number was
the highest at St � 0:22 for 400 < ReLp < 1400, and also
had the broadest range.

7. Practical signi®cance of these results

This paper has pointed out a number of practical
issues associated with the entry region of louvered ®n

Fig. 11. Spectra of the velocity ¯uctuations downstream of a fully

developed louver for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 0:76.

Fig. 12. Spectra of the velocity ¯uctuations downstream of a fully

developed louver for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 0:91.
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heat exchangers. An understanding of this region is
critical since this region can have a large impact on the
overall performance of a compact heat exchanger. If one
considers a compact heat exchanger where there are
typically 17 streamwise louvers (as in the case we con-
sidered), a large number of those 17 louvers are in the
entry region where the ¯ow is not yet hydrodynamically
fully developed. These results indicate that a signi®cant
percentage of the louvers in the streamwise array have
heat transfer coe�cients that vary within the heat ex-
changer. Most heat exchanger tests, however, are con-
ducted through bulk testing such that results are
reported by an average heat transfer coe�cient. Since a
large number of louvers are a�ected, the e�ect of
increasing or decreasing the number of louvers in
the streamwise array will have a signi®cant impact on
the overall heat transfer that takes place.

The results from this study have shown that for
larger ratios of ®n pitch to louver pitch the ¯ow requires
more louvers before it becomes hydrodynamically fully
developed. This is of importance in designing a compact
heat exchanger. As the ¯ow becomes hydrodynamically
and thermally fully developed, the average heat transfer
coe�cient for downstream louvers would be expected to
remain fairly constant. Whether or not the average
louver heat transfer coe�cients increase or decrease as
the ¯ow progresses downstream in the entry region is
dependent upon the Reynolds number, as pointed out
by the study of DeJong and Jacobi [8]. DeJong and
Jacobi showed that at low Reynolds numbers shedding
vortices occurred downstream of the exit louver and as
the Reynolds number increased these vortices began to
occur for louvers located upstream reaching the entry
region. These vortices, which could occur from the
leading or trailing louver edges, were shown to signi®-
cantly increase the average heat transfer along their
staggered parallel plates. That increase in heat transfer
occurred, however, for the condition where the up-
stream wake interacted directly with the downstream
staggered louver. For our study, a ¯ow periodicity was
also identi®ed through spectra. The geometries having
larger ratios of ®n pitch to louver pitch indicated a ¯ow
periodicity at lower Reynolds numbers than the smaller

ratios of ®n pitch to louver pitch. This is consistent with
wakes progressing further downstream for wider ®n
spacings. As to whether increases in heat transfer could
be expected in the entry region, this would still be de-
pendent upon how the vortices interact with the louver.

8. Conclusions

The entry region of a louvered ®n heat exchanger
model is highly dependent upon the particular geometry.
This study found that there was a more signi®cant in-
¯uence due to ratio of the ®n pitch to louver pitch rel-
ative to the louver angle. Wake e�ects of upstream
louvers progressed farther downstream for larger ®n
pitches and higher Reynolds numbers. Larger ®n pitches
resulted in lower average ¯ow angles in the louver pas-
sages and longer development lengths. Higher Reynolds
numbers required a longer development distance before
the ¯ow became hydrodynamically developed. When
comparing the louver angle e�ects at the same ratio of
®n pitch to louver pitch, a larger louver angle resulted in
higher average ¯ow angles and shorter development
lengths.

This study showed that frequency components were
observed in the ¯ow behind the fully developed louver.
These could be simply a velocity ¯uctuation that has
been previously termed a feathery wake, or it could be
the result of full scale vortex shedding. Some di�erences
based on ®n pitch were observed. First, the onset of
frequency components in the developed ¯ow down-
stream of the louver occurred at lower Reynolds num-
bers for larger ®n pitches. This is consistent with the
wakes progressing further downstream through the
passages in the bulk ¯ow measurements with the larger
®n spacings. Second, the Strouhal number was basically
constant for a ®n pitch, but the value increased with
increasing ®n pitch.

Nomenclature
f frequency
Fp ®n pitch
H1 vertical distance between louvers,

Fp ÿ t=cosh
Lp louver pitch
ReLp Reynolds number� qUinLp=l
St Strouhal number
t ®n thickness
u mean velocity in streamwise direction
Uin mean inlet face velocity
v mean velocity in vertical direction
V total velocity magnitude��u2 � v2�1=2

X streamwise coordinate direction
Y vertical coordinate direction relative to

louver, see Fig. 1(b)
a flow angle � tanÿ1�v=u�
l air viscosity
h louver angle
q air density

Fig. 13. Spectra of the velocity ¯utuation downstream of a fully de-

veloped louver for h � 27° and Fp=Lp � 1:52.
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